
Financial markets may be in for a slightly quieter week than was just seen,
as the third-quarter earnings season continues to wind down and the big
central bank releases of the month are now behind us. 
This afternoon a list of Fed officials will be speaking, including Jerome
Powell, as will the Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey, which will be
watched by traders in their respective regions. Tomorrow morning we are
due to see the release of economic sentiment data for the Eurozone, and
the US Producer Price Index (PPI) result, along with speakers from the
Fed, BOE and ECB throughout the day. 
Moving on to Wednesday, the US Consumer Price Index (CPI) figure will
likely be the highlight of the session - while this is not the Fed's preferred
inflation metric it will undoubtedly still be watched closely by
policymakers. On Thursday morning the UK will release its Q3 GDP figure,
and we will see the quarterly-updated EU economic forecasts. Friday
should be fairly quiet, there will be Eurozone industrial production and
US consumer sentiment releases, however.
In terms of earnings, in the US and Europe we have seen roughly 80% of
companies having already reported, with most of the remainders to come
over the next couple of weeks. Overnight we saw results from Isuzu
Motors and Softbank Corp, which will be followed later today by PayPal,
AMC, and Yamaha. Tomorrow will see releases from Coinbase, Bayer,
Munich RE, and Sysco, while on Wednesday we will get Tencent, Disney,
Oracle, Allianz, Adidas, Infineon, and Crédit Agricole. On Thursday
Siemens, Merck, ArcelorMittal, Bridgestone, and Suzuki are due to report,
followed on Friday by AstraZeneca, Deutsche Telekom, and Hapag-Lloyd.
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Equities: Stock markets are marginally lower across Europe to kick off the week this morning. It
is important to note that the region has seen five consecutive weeks in the green now, its best
streak since March of this year. Equities benefited last week from what were a less hawkish
Federal Reserve and Bank of England than was previously priced in. The BOE surprised markets
by not hiking rates, while Powell stressed that rate hikes may not necessarily come directly after
QE has finished next year. In the States, the VIX volatility index is slightly higher to $16.95 at the
time of writing, having traded as low as $14.73 last week for the first time since June. In terms of
earnings, 81% of the 400+ S&P500 companies that have reported so far have posted higher Q3
results than consensus estimates.
Currencies: EUR/USD is sitting near 16-month lows this morning (at 1.156), having moved
broadly sideways last week. A potential source of some volatility for the Dollar could be this
Wednesday's US CPI inflation figure, the result could be another test of the Fed's thinking over
the timing of their future rate hikes. Looking at the Pound, the currency saw a relatively sharp
decline last week after the BOE left its rate unchanged against expectations. Investors are now
pricing in a 25 basis point hike by February next year in the UK. GBP/USD at 1.349 on Monday,
EUR/GBP at 0.857.
Safe-havens: Gold gained some ground last week, edging almost 2% higher to $1,818 after
both the Fed and BOE remained patient with relation to rate hikes or any forward guidance in
that regard. Bond yields moved lower across all durations as traders digested the central bank
releases, US 2yr now yielding 0.434% and 10yr at 1.48%. In Europe, the German 10yr bond
reached its highest levels on Friday since September, yielding as low as -0.285%.

The Week Ahead

Kingspan

Irish Construction Activity

Irish multinational building materials firm Kingspan released a trading
update earlier this morning, stating that it now expects to see a full year
trading profit of roughly €750m, compared to last year's €508.2m. In the
nine months to September the company saw revenues surge by 44% to a
robust €4.72b, with sales growth of 50% in Q3 alone. The firm noted that
backlog remains strong, but that it is reducing weekly now as sales activity
exceeds new order placement.
"Raw materials prices have been somewhat stable in more recent weeks,
albeit a record high levels and following a period of unparalleled
increases. There are no signs yet of any meaningful raw materials
deflation although should that come, the impact would be negative."
Kingspan said in its statement.

Construction activity grew during October, for the sixth consecutive
month according to Ulster Bank's latest PMI reading. The result came in
at 56.9, up from 56.3 in September, and well in expansionary territory,
with the bank pointing to a sharp rise in work on commercial projects
across the country. However, the rate of growth in housing activity
softened again, with its record set back in May of this year. Civil
engineering also fell, but the reduction was only slight.
"The October results highlight that supply-chain disruptions remain a
highly problematic headwind for Irish construction firms. Respondents
cited Brexit, Covid-disruption and shortages of delivery drivers and
materials as factors which contributed to a record lengthening of delivery
times and record growth in input costs." said Simon Barry, chief
economist at Ulster Bank.


